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Abstract—Protein
structure
determination
and
prediction are important techniques in understanding
the protein function. Although determination is
laborious, expensive and cumbersome at times,
computational techniques have been used to ease the
structure prediction. Predicting the 3-D structure of a
protein from its primary structure is possible with
computational techniques, however there is no single
computational method which can predict all the protein
structures. This article explores the protein structure
determination and prediction techniques that are
available to explore the best method to be chosen for a
given situation. Special mention is made on Critical
Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) as well.
The article concludes that computational methods have
to be further explored for a single method to predict all
the protein structures. The Protein structure prediction
has been and will continue to be in the frontiers of
research.
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specialized crystallization techniques like high
throughput crystallization screening and protein
engineering are employed to obtain the protein
crystals. Once a pure protein is obtained, X-ray
diffraction, NMR spectroscopy [4], and Electron
microscopy are widely used techniques to determine
the structure. But, the protein crystallization hinders
the progress in determining its structure with these
techniques as the crystallization slows down the
protein determination and also the techniques are
robust, time consuming and expensive, though quite
accurate. Levinthal's paradox is a thought experiment;
it acts as a self-reference in protein folding theory. In
1969, Cyrus Levinthal noted that, the molecule has an
astronomical number of possible conformations due
to huge number of degrees of freedom in an unfolded
polypeptide chain. The process of protein folding
takes in the order of milliseconds, Levinthal’s
paradox [5-6] suggests a contradiction between this
folding timescale and the multitude of all possible
conformations the system can explore. This leads to
the assumption that the native state is determined by
kinetics and energy considerations, such that it is the
lowest kinetically accessible minimum, which is not
necessarily the global energy minimum by Anfinsen’s
hypothesis [7]. A further development of this idea is
that the energy surface must take the form of a
‘funnel’ to be biased towards the native state [8]. This
being the reason and also due to huge availability and
increase in the growth of biological data, the need of
bioinformatics, computational techniques and tools
are undoubtedly important to predict the protein
structure. Application of computer technologies in the

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowing the protein 3-D structure from its primary
structure [1] helps in applications such as medicine,
agriculture, industry and never the less in life [2]. The
body makes many different types of proteins, each of
which has a specific role in metabolism. The shape of
the protein molecule is what dictates its function [2].
Introduction of protein crystallization is a major
outbreak in determining the structure of the protein
[3]. Knowing the structure helps in elucidating the
function of the protein. Techniques such as vapor
diffusion, microbathe and microdialysis as well as
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field of biology is in demand especially in structural
prediction of proteins as there is a notable gap
between the sequences currently available in PDB and
existing three-dimensional structures.PDB contains
141,842(10.07.2018) known structures [9a], which is
remarkably less compared to the sequences available
in UniProt/TrEMBL database which is 116,030,110
(10.07.2018) [9b]. Prediction of protein structure
depends on the accuracy and complexity of the
models used. The proteins tend to fold to their native
structures according to the natural process and natures
flawless algorithm, hence when a new protein is
synthesized within the cell it spontaneously folds to
its three-dimensional structure to perform its function.
with. For the past four decades continuous work and
efforts are put in, to study and determine the natural
process and figure out the algorithm of nature.
Several computational methods have been
technologically advanced to understand this natural
process of protein folding and predict the protein
structure from their primary structure [10]. Broad
classes of prediction techniques available move ahead
in solving the structure of proteins. To name, the
prediction methods are template based and template
free modeling accompanied with high pace
algorithms and tools to complete the job of predicting
the protein structure. This field of computational
biology is quite open to put in efforts to solve the
problem of protein structure. To this date there is no
single prediction tool that is able to predict all the
protein structures.

were many significant irregularities in the first
structures deduced and was not neat and fine like
DNA, and also Kendrew and Perutz together came up
with vastly varying different shapes and features.
These foretold the great variety in protein structure
that researchers would work on to discover over the
next decades, showing how in biology the molecules
can take different roles. It has been a pretty long path
since 1958 till date which has helped to understand
the value of structure of protein and its determination.
Proteins structure determination mainly involves,
crystallization of the protein first and then is
subjected to X-rays to determine its structure.
Crystallization of proteins itself is a challenge
especially for membrane proteins.
B. Protein Crystallization
Crystallization of proteins is the process of formation
of three-dimensional array of proteins. In nature some
protein crystals have been observed [12] and also
proteins when dissolved, tend to form crystals in the
supersaturated solution. In such conditions, every
single protein molecule can be seen as a pack of a
repeating array, seized together by non-covalent
interactions [13]. Later the observed crystals help in
understanding the structural biology i.e. to know the
molecular structure of the protein which in turn
makes remarkable application in industry and field of
biotechnology, most markedly for the study of X-ray
crystallography. The prime purpose of crystallization
is to have contamination free crystals at the same time
aim to have large enough crystals to produce a
diffraction pattern when exposed to X-rays, and then
the protein’s tertiary structure is revealed and studied
with the diffraction pattern obtained. Crystallization
of protein is indeed inherently difficult due the fragile
nature of protein crystals. Protein crystallization is a
challenging task. Various points need to be
considered in the crystallization process like, the
confines of the aqueous environment, complications
in getting high-quality protein samples, also protein
sample sensitivity, temperature, pH, ionic strength,
and other factors. Protein crystallization is rarely
predictable because they vary significantly in their
physio-chemical characteristics. Determining and
resolving suitable environment for crystallization

II. PROTEIN STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
A. History
Determination of protein structure is a daunting task.
Its history dates back to 1958 when British scientists
John Kendrew and Max Perutz made a remarkable
publication. Their work on the protein structure of
very high-resolution value, oxygen storage protein
myoglobin and then related to it the oxygentransporting protein hemoglobin [11] was a
remarkable one for which the two shared Nobel Prize
in chemistry in 1962. Unlike the work done by
Watson and Crick of introducing the structure of
DNA that they had revealed five years earlier, there
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requires testing empirically numerous situations
before an effective condition is found for the protein
crystallization.

decreasing the protein solubility. Occasionally it is
possible to crystallize few proteins by dialysis salting
in, dialyzing against pure water, removing solutes
driving self-association and crystallization.
High throughput crystallization screening
methods help update the experiments which are
needed to figure out the numerous conditions which
are required for the growth of crystals. Robots that
can handle liquids can be made used to automate and
set various crystallization experiments simultaneously
[16]. Robotic crystallization systems use the same
components that are used manually, but the
experiments carry out the procedures quickly with
large number of replicates. Every single experiment is
under observations by a camera which detects the
growth of the crystal [14].

C. Methods of protein crystallization
Vapor diffusion method is the simplest and most
common method used for protein crystallization. Here
the purified protein along with precipitant and buffer
are taken in a droplet and are allowed to equilibrate in
a large reservoir containing precipitants and buffers in
higher concentrations [13]. Primarily, the drops of
protein solution comparatively have low precipitant
and protein concentrations, but as the drop and
reservoir equilibrate, the concentration of protein and
precipitant increase in the drop [14]. There will be
crystal growth in the drops, provided appropriate and
precise crystallization solutions are used for a protein
given. [13] [14]. Vapor diffusion is favoured as it lets
for steady and gentle variations in protein and
precipitant concentrations, this helps in growth of
large and well-ordered crystals.
A microbatch generally involves dipping a
very little protein volume droplets in oil. Oil is used
because of low protein solution volume and in order
to continue experimentation aqueously the
evaporation
must
be
subdued.
For
the
experimentation several oils can be used, the
preferred ones are paraffin oil and silicon oils
(described by D’Arcy) which are liquid sealing agents
[15]. Few other approaches existing for micro
batching do not make use of liquid sealing agent but
instead need a hands-on role of an expert to quickly
place a tape or a film on a welled plate after the drop
in the well is placed.
Microdialysis takes a better place in
crystallization process. The major noteworthy part of
this method is an advantage of a semi-permeable
membrane as small molecules and ions easily pass
through, but proteins and large polymers cannot. The
system slowly moves toward supersaturation by
forming a gradient of concentrations of solutes across
the membrane and helps reach the system towards
equilibrium, at which point crystals of protein may
form. This method yields crystals by considering salts
with higher concentration rate or some small
membrane-permeable compounds which aid in

D. Experimental Methods to detect protein structure
X-ray crystallography: It is most appropriate method
and is of in Vitro type. Most of the structures in the
PDB (Protein Data Bank) library have been
determined with this outstanding technique [17].
Purification of protein and then its crystallization is
the first key step of this method, followed by which
the protein crystal is subjected to the intense X-rays
beams [17]. The X-ray beams get diffracted by the
protein crystal into characteristic pattern of spots.
These spots or pattern produced are examined with
the available methods to determine the phase of the
X-ray wave in each spot to figure the electrons
distribution in the protein. Then the resulting electron
density map is considered, studied and interpreted to
find the position of each atom. Like every technique
X-ray crystallography has both pros and cons.

Fig.1. An image of determination of protein structure with
X-ray crystallography
Dr. József Tőzsér, Dr. Tamás Emri, Dr. Éva Csősz, Dr.
József Tőzsér (2011)
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Advantages
 Get whole 3D structure by analysis of good
crystallized material
 Single model is produced that is easy to
interpret and visualize
 More
mathematically
direct
image
construction
 Availability of quality indicators (resolution,
R-factor)
 Large molecules can be determined
Disadvantages
 Formation of stable crystals that diffract well
 Crystal formation can be time consuming and
difficult
 Inability to examine solutions and the
behavior of the molecules in solution
 There is no chance for direct determination of
secondary structures
 Unnatural, non-physiological environment

Fig.2. An image of determination of protein structure by
NMR spectroscope
Dr. József Tőzsér, Dr. Tamás Emri, Dr. Éva Csősz, Dr.
József Tőzsér (2011)

Advantages




Provides valuable dynamics information
Identifies precise motion of side-chains
Help result in secondary structure from
restricted experimental data
 Free from relics that is seen usually on
crystallization
 Useful for protein-folding studies
 Closer to biological conditions in some
respects
Disadvantages
 Danger of aggregation as it needs a
concentrated solution
 Difficult for proteins of large size and hence
restricted to small and medium protein size
 A weaker interpretation of the experimental
data
 Produces an ensemble of possible structures
rather than one model

NMR spectroscopy: It is one of the widely used
technique to determine protein structure. It is quite
accurate and in-vivo method [18] [19]. Here in this
technique the protein is purified and is positioned in a
strong magnetic field and then radio waves are made
use to explore the results. A distinctive set of
resonances observed are then studied and analysed to
produce a list of atomic nuclei which fall close to
each other, and to portray the atoms local
conformation that are bonded together [19]. The list is
later used to build the model of the protein that shows
the position of each atom. Some experiments using,
NMR spectroscopy [20] have been used to bring out
properties regarding the folding pathway, however,
complete knowledge of the folding process remains
elusive. As such, computational models of proteins
are positioned to give great insight into the physics
behind this phenomenon. The technique currently is
usually applicable to small and medium sized proteins
as larger proteins boost up problems with overlapping
peaks in the NMR spectra.

Electron-microscopy: It is an imaging technology
used to explore and carry work related to moderately
larger objects, like large macromolecular complexes
cellular organelles. The method uses individual
particle reconstruction with low resolution and not
more observable. To carry out the study the technique
does not demand protein crystallization and also it
requires less amount of sample material.
Advantages
 Allows the specimen observation that have
not been stained or fixed in any way
 Viewing them in their native environment
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Disadvantages
 Expensive
 The resolution of cryo-electron microscopy
maps is not high enough

would form helix, a beta sheet, a beta strand or a turn
in the protein [26]. The Garnier-Osguthorpe-Robson
methods(GOR) is based on information theory
method [27] in which the sequence of amino acid are
observed ,studied and analysed to predict secondary
structures like α helix, β sheet, turn or random coil at
each position based on a window size which is of 17amino acid residues per window .This method works
based on probability parameters like Chou Fasman
method but also considers conditional probability of
the amino acid takes and the propensities of every
amino acid to form secondary structures, but
conditional probability of the amino acid to form a
secondary structure provides
that its direct
neighbours have already formed that structure [28].
Later the statistics of residues blocks are presented to
do the predictions [29]. These methods are based on
Bayesian model [30] for predicting secondary
structure where it considers the packing influence of
residues on the structure determination, including
those packed close in space but distant in sequence
[31].
Machine learning methods play a very
important role in the field of protein tertiary structure
prediction. To name a few neural networks, nearestneighbour techniques and hidden Markov models etc
have been developed and are playing a remarkable
role in this field of prediction in the recent years [32].
Many algorithms and methods tackle the problem of
secondary structure prediction of proteins. Secondary
structure prediction algorithms work well with the
concepts based on neural network [33]. Neural
network is a machine learning process. It is built with
many intermediate layers which has interconnected
nodes. In the prediction of secondary structure, the
input is the sequence of amino acid and the output is
the residue probability to adopt a specific structure.
There are many hidden layers which are inter
connected between the input and output layers, here
the machine learning concept picturizes to adjust the
weights of internal connections mathematically. The
training of neural network is the first step. This is
done by those sequences whose structures are already
known, this helps to recognize the patterns of amino
acids and their relationships with known structures.

III. PROTEIN STRUCTURE PREDICTION
Having seen the pros and cons of structure
determination it’s clear that structure prediction is
preferred because structure determination is quite
tedious and difficult. The largest challenges being the
cost, time and expertise. It is the structure which
allows a protein to do the work it is built to do so. The
protein structure has a major role as it provides a
greater level of understanding of how it works and
gives a way to create hypothesis about how to affect
it, control it, or modify it.
Protein structure prediction can be classified into two
major categories
 Prediction of secondary structure
 Prediction of tertiary (3-D) structure
A. Prediction of secondary structure
Protein secondary structure when predicted accurately
helps in structure alignment [21] and gives the protein
function information without the knowledge of its 3D structure. Secondary structures are the major input
for prediction algorithms of tertiary structures. Since
the early 1970, many predictive algorithms have been
developed and also have advanced significantly based
on the knowledge of amino acid residue and its
conformation as observed in the proteins crystal.
Prediction of secondary structure initiated from
statistics of single residues.
The Chou-Fasman (CF) [22] and the GarnierOsguthorpe-Robson methods (GOR) [23] [24] have
been widely considered for the protein secondary
structure prediction. The Chou Fasman is an
empirical technique [25] and is based on study of the
relative frequencies of every single amino acid in
secondary structures like helices, sheets and turns
based on already prevailing structures documented by
X ray crystallography, further these detected
frequencies ,the set of probability parameters are
inferred for the appearance of each amino acid in its
secondary structure type, and then used to predict the
probability of how the given amino acid sequence
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Training being the crucial step, demands the
optimization of weight functions to relate input to
output appropriately. The satisfactorily trained
network processes an unknown sequence; it puts on
the rules learnt during training to recognize particular
patterns of structure [33]. Like neural network
approach, Hidden Markov model also made a
remarkable entry in the secondary structure
prediction. It is the statistical model composed of
number of interconnected Markov chains with the
capability to generate the probability value of an
event by taking into account the influence from
hidden variables. Mathematically, it calculates
probability values of connected states among the
Markov chains to find an optimal path within the
network of states. It requires the training to obtain the
probability values of state transitions. Later position
scoring matrices were used to improve the results in
secondary protein structure prediction [34]. The work
of predicting the secondary structure with neural net
and statistical methods had a great impact in the field
[35]. This approach of neural networks and related
algorithms gave better accuracy in the predicted
results [36]. The nearest neighbour algorithms served
the extraordinary remark in the field as well [37].
Algorithm based on local sequence homologies and
sequence similarities supported very well in
secondary structure prediction [38-39]. Nearest
neighbour algorithms in combination with local
multiple sequence alignment [40] [42] and local
alignment respectively [41-42] did help in secondary
prediction of protein structures [43]. Also, Multiple
Sequence Alignment (MSA) [44] which is a sequence
alignment of three or more biological sequences like
proteins is one of the preferred methods for secondary
structure prediction. The query sequences which form
the input are expected to have evolutionary
relationship. This concept shows that the query set
share a connection and is descended from common
ancestor. This piece of information is frequently used
to measure sequence conservations of protein
domains, secondary and tertiary structures. MSA
generally denotes to the process of aligning such a
sequence set, to do so many computational algorithms
are used to produce and analyse the alignments [45].

Fragment Data base Mining (FDM) [46] laid a
foundation with an advantage of prediction accuracy.
Here the structural fragment database is being mined
and quarried [47], and then uses the information of
structures from the matching sequences fragments for
the prediction of protein structure, however if
fragments are not available the performance drops.
The study of MSA and FDM indeed has put forth an
advantage of prediction accuracy [48]. Secondary
structure prediction of proteins supports other
prediction problems like helps in finding out remote
homologs. In fold recognition and structural
clustering, secondary structure prediction is very
important and most essential step.
B. Prediction of tertiary (3-D) structure
Prediction of tertiary, aims to predict the inborn or the
3-D structure of a protein [49 -50]. Physical methods
being slow and expensive undoubtedly call for use of
computational
approaches
[49].
Numerous
approaches have been advanced in the attainment of
predicting the tertiary structure [51-52]. All the
structure prediction methods basically convey that
there is a correlation between structure and its residue
sequence [49]. Packing the secondary structure
elements of the protein to form distinct domains or
independent folding units is what yields the tertiary
structure of a protein [53]. There is a huge gap present
in the number of amino acid sequences to the number
of known protein structures in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) [54] and this difference is continuously and
quickly increasing. The basic steps in the traditional
structure prediction are of the following order:
 Finding and understanding of template
structure(s)
 There are two steps in generation of
structure(s)-first the core structure comprising
the secondary structure elements are
generated
using
secondary
structure
prediction techniques and methods, followed
by the non-conserved loops. Non-conserved
loop structure prediction is difficult and is
done with the help of loop structure
prediction algorithms like Phyre Server,
FREAD, JPred. (Although the secondary
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structure elements are generated by the side
chain conformations are not accurate)
Side chain structure libraries like dynamic
rotamer libraries and BetaSCPWeb are used
to predict amino acid side chain
conformations. The prediction of an overall
model for the protein sequence of interest is
completed with this step.
To enhance the prediction accuracy of the
model, the predicted models are further
refined with the energy minimization
algorithms like steepest decent, genetic
algorithm, Monte Carlo, simulated annealing.
Accuracy of a predicted model is measured in
terms of RMSD between the a-carbon
positions in the predicted and the real
structure of the target sequence. Less than
1.0Å RMSD represent very good predictions.

the final overall structure [58-59]. The comparative
modelling is one of the choice when >30% sequence
identity exists [51]. One of the major problems is
optimal template selection and alignment. Several
templates or fragment recombination of proteins
(consensus strategies) are used to build final protein
models and is advantageous due to increase in chance
of optimal template selection. The excellence and
practicality of comparative models is directly
proportional to the evolutionary distance between
template and target. Main factors that influence
homology modeling are correctness of alignment, to
the extent structure is conserved between target and
template and refining of models. Since the fold
number is limited in nature and as the numbers of
evolutionary related structures are made available, the
prediction issues can be simplified [43]. The major
steps for comparative modeling include fold
assignment, alignment of template and target, model
building and error corrections [60]. Fold assignment
involves recognizing the resemblance between target
and at least one known template structure. Later
which the alignment of a target sequence and
template is carried out followed by this the model is
built based on alignment with template chosen. Then
predicting errors in model built is the final step in the
process of prediction. The magnitude of errors in the
above steps can be decreased by improvising the
algorithm, techniques considered for the same and by
sampling a large number of sequences and structures
of known proteins. SWISS- MODEL [61]
Modeller,3D-JIGSAW [62] SCWR [63] are the
prevalent tools and web servers meant for
comparative modeling.
Advantages
 Finds the location of alpha carbon s of
important residues inside the protein fold
 Helps to guide mutagenesis experiment
 Hypothesize structure function relation
Disadvantages
 Difficulty in modeling proteins with lower
similarity (e.g. < 30% sequence identity)
 Model accuracy is a prime issue
 Need in optimizing the techniques of side
chain modeling and loop modeling

Note: A target three-dimensional protein structure
can be built from related known protein structures
called templates, if it shares statistically meaningful
sequence similarity.
Protein tertiary structure prediction can be classified
into two major categories [55]
Template Method (Knowledge based)




Homology
Modeling
modeling)
Threading (Fold Recognition)
Fragment based approach

(Comparative

Template-Free Method


Ab initio Methods

C. Template Method (Knowledge based)
Homology
Modelling
Process
(Comparative
Modeling) is the simplest and most reliable. Proteins
usually tend to fold into similar structures, when they
have similar sequences [56] [57]. It involves building
a 3-dimensional protein model for an unknown
structure based on the sequence similarity to
templates of the protein structure known. The basic
principles of comparative modelling are built on the
concept that a minor change in the sequence of amino
acid usually will only give rise to a small change in
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Need of improved optimizers and potential
function

Threading (Fold Recognition) attempt to detect the
fold that is well matched with a precise sequence of a
query It is basically threading a specific sequence
through all known folds and for each fold estimate the
probability that the sequence can have that fold [64]
[65]. The method takes an advantage of the extra
material made available by 3-D structure. Instead of
finding out how a sequence will fold, the method
figures out and predict how well a fold will fit a
sequence. The method improvises the protein folding
problem effectively. Here, a protein configuration is
matched to a library of known structures for highest
compatibility. The amino acid sequence therefore has
to be folded to the structure it is matched to and the
compatibility of this match has to be evaluated. The
compatibility function in this approach is typically an
energy function [66] [67]. The fold recognition still
needs to be made better in recognizing distant related
sequence-structure pairs and sequence-structure
alignment algorithm [68]. As of SCOP release 1.75
and CATH release v 3.5, identified numbers of folds
are 1195 and 1313 respectively. The present multiple
threading approach [69] uses probabilistic multiple
threading algorithm for a target with multiple
templates, Better alignments between target and
template is the key and multiple template method can
generate better models than single template method.
The progress of effective threading algorithms to
perceive distant structure templates has been a
fundamental theme in this field [70]. With the limited
numbers of folds, one can generate atomic level
models and this makes the study of fold recognition
even more interesting.

Fragment based approach to predict protein structure
was first proposed by Bowie and Eisenberg in 1994
and is considered to be the most successful method to
predict the tertiary structure of proteins [71]. The
novel structures of protein were built by assembling
fragments of short length obtained from known
protein structures. The very basic need of this
approach is the extent of existence of fragments that
are similar in structure in the database of known
structures for short fragments of a novel protein. Most
fragment recognition methods existing rely on
database-driven search stratagies to identify a
concerned-candidate fragment, which are laborious
and often hinders the possibility to trace longer
fragments due to the limited databases size. It is
difficult to alleviate the effect of noisy sequence
based predicted features such as secondary structures
on the quality of fragment. The widely used method
to build the novel structures of protein is to assemble
short fragments from the available structures. [72].
The fragment-based approach focuses mainly on
fragment assembly methods used for protein structure
prediction by using ROSETTA as a reference [73].
The concept of the fragment assembly strategy is that
a local sequence (fragment) has a high probability for
one or few specific local structures and that the
complete structure depends on the assembly of the
most likely resident(local)structures and non-local
interactions between them. ROSETTA, implements
the Bayes statistical theorem to predict the structure
from the knowledge of the structure of short
fragments. Further, ROSETTA is the most accurate
fragment-based method which does extensive all
atom refinement and is also used for homology
modeling target as template refinement. Application
"mix-and-match" methods or "Fragment assembly"
methods are found to produce exceptionally good
results in homology modeling which is based on
templates, as well as in "de novo" folding which is
template free in predicting the protein structure. The
predicted models generated by the method of
recombination of fragments extracted from known
structures of protein are closer to the native target

Advantages



Used when no suitable template structure can
be found for homology-based modeling
Accuracy better than comparative modeling

Disadvantages


Less than 30% of the predicted first hits are
true remote homologs (Predict Protein).

Threading methods seldom lead to the
alignment quality that is needed for
homology modeling.
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protein structure. Fragment recombination method is
considered to be the most successful in cases that
protein exhibiting novel folds [74]. The approach of
predicting the protein structure through the assembly
of fragments is one of the finest ways.

free energy will yield the correct native state [81].
However, the free energy, which consists of potential
energy and entropy, poses a complex modeling
problem, therefore it has become common practice to
model only the potential energy surface and
successively correct for the entropy term [82]. Ab
initio is a combination of knowledge based and
physics-based approach to predict protein structures
[83]. Many successful programs and servers for ab
initio
modeling
are
QUARK
[84],
I TASSER [85], ROBETTA server [86],
ROSETTA@home [87], Bhageerath [88]. In
ROSETTA method the native like conformations are
yielded by assembling the fragments of short length
of known proteins by Monte-Carlo strategy. For
fragment insertion, a consecutive window of 3 or 9
residues is selected and torsion angles obtained from
a fragment of known structure. A 3 or 9 residue
window in the query are searched against all windows
in a non-redundant database of protein structures
composed of x-ray structures of <2.5 angstrom and
<50% sequence identity. Fragments are selected using
secondary structure prediction methods. Overall, a
final fragment list for a query sequence is composed
for every overlapping insertion window in the query.
Fragment assembly occurs by Monte-Carlo search,
followed by potential energy minimization which
uses Monte-Carlo minimization and side chain
optimization.

Advantages
 Enhances the global optimization method that
finds low-energy conformations
 Better choice due to non-availability of
homologous structures
 Leads to more efficient and accurate models
 Reduces computational demand
Disadvantages
 Performance seems to be poor if the length of
a target found greater than 100 residues,
 Huge run time
 Energy functions found to be Sub-optimal
 The major bottlenecks are the conformational
sampling
D. Template-Free Method (free modeling)
Abinito method proceeds in predicting the structure
entirely from scratch. The basic principle employed
here is that the native protein structure is at the global
free energy minimum [75] which is simulated by
actual physical forces and potential of chemical
interactions thereby large conformational space is
reduced to only decoy fragments that obey the
minimum free energy. Huge conformational space
search for structures of proteins mainly the one that
are particularly low in free energy for the sequence of
amino acid are carried out. Here there is no use of
information regarding alignments of sequence and no
direct use of known structures [76-77]. The objective
is to build empirical function that simulates the real
physical forces and potentials of chemical contacts
[78-79]. This approach relies much on the validity of
Anfinsen’s hypothesis [80] which states that the
structure the protein forms in nature (the native
structure) is the global minimum of the free energy
and is determined only by amino acids sequence. As a
consequence of this hypothesis, given an appropriate
protein model with a free energy associated with each
structure(conformation), global minimization of the

Advantages
 Very large search space
 Large success rate
 Fully automated
Disadvantages
 Enormous amount of computation
 Excessive running times
IV. IMPORTANCE OF MACHINE LEARNING IN
STRUCTURE PREDICTION
Hidden Markov Models (HMM), neural networks and
support vector machines are the three major
supervised machine learning methods [89] and are
unsupervised clustering methods employed for
solving one, two, three and also the four-dimensional
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structure prediction problems. Tertiary and quaternary
protein structure prediction from primary sequence
and many other problems related to structure
prediction are intelligently handled by machine
learning methods and certainly play a very important
role in the arena of prediction of protein structures.
The improvement in machine learning methods will
find its importance in ab initio structure prediction
problem in the foreseeable future [89]. The usefulness
of the computationally predicted protein structures is
strongly seen in biological research mainly in
biomedicine which depends on accuracy of the
prediction, in other words state-of-the-art algorithms
[90].

has its own benefit, it has to be supplemented with
determination of experimental techniques. Currently,
there are no computational methods that have
replaced the experimental determination of proteins.
The ultimate goal of computational methods is to
obtain the function of proteins by structure
determination. Most of the above-mentioned methods
tackle this problem from different angles and starting
points, so that the determination of the structure is a
co-operative approach, then competition between
them. Computational methods although are fast,
economical and easy to predict protein structures still
has limitations of not being able to predict all
structures using a single computational approach.
Hence, opportunities are abundant to fulfil the goal of
protein structure and function prediction. Of lately,
Artificial Intelligence can be used as a new approach
to predict the protein structures. The rapid changes
occurring in computational technology will one day
be able to address this problem.

V. CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURE
PREDICTION (CASP)
The main objective of Critical Assessment of
Structure Prediction (CASP) is to obtain in depth
knowledge and assessment of our present abilities in
the area of structure prediction. It is community wide
experiment. It is a biennial competition for which
groups are challenged to predict the structure of
protein provided by only the sequence of amino acid
[91]. The obtained structures by simulation are
compared to experimental results and are scored
depending on the degree of structural agreement.
CASP 10 which was held in Gaeta, Italy on
December 9-12 (2012) has been ranked the best tools
developed around the world for protein structure
prediction. Predicting tertiary structure of protein
from available sequence is one of the most substantial
and still an open problem in the field of molecular
biology. Measures taken up by the CASP and recent
advancement in techniques and methodologies in
predicting the protein structures with the aid of
computational power will be of sure help to reduce
the problems and challenges in structure prediction
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